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We describea cutting plane approachto the problem of designingsurvivablefiber optic communication networks.This
problem can be formulated as a minimum cost network design problem with certain low-connectivity constraints.
Computational results on real-world telephone network design problems demonstratethe eflectivenessof our cutting
plane method. The facet-inducinginequalitiesfor the convexhull ofthe solutionsto this problem on which our algorithm
is basedare studiedin detail in a companion paper.

particularly important issue for
Qurvivability is a
fiber
optic communication networks. The high
\J
capacity of fiber facilities results in much more sparse
network designswith larger amounts of traffrc carried
by each link than is the case with traditional bandwidthlimited technologies.This increasesthe potential damage to network services due to link or node
failures. It is necessaryto tradeoff the potential for
lost revenues and customer goodwill against the extra
costs required to increase the network survivability.
Recent work on methods for designing survivable frber
communication networks by Cardwell, Monma and
Wu (1989), and Monma and Shallcross(1989) concludes that "two-connected" topologies provide a high
level of survivability in a cost elfective manner, and
that good heuristic methods exist for quickly generat"near-optimal"
ing
networks. In particular, it was
determined that a network topology should provide
for at least two diverse paths between certain "special"
offices, thus providing for protection againstany single
link or single node failure for traffic between these
offices. These special oflices represent high revenue
producing offices and other offices that require a
higher level of network survivability.
Our paper presents a so-called cutting plane algorithm for computing a minimum cost network that

satisfiesthe survivabilityconditionsdescribedabove.
The costsconsidered
hereare only thoseneededfor
establishingthe network topology, such as placing
placingthecables
conduitsin whichto lay fibercables,
into service,and otherrelatedcosts.We do not considerrouting, multiplexing,and repeatercosts.Computational results show that our algorithm can
compute,within a few minutes,minimum cost survivabletelephonenetworksof the typeand sizearising
at Bell CommunicationsResearch.We could also
showthat the heuristicsolutionsreportedby Monma
(on certainreal-worldinstancesofteleand Shallcross
phonenetworkdesign)are actuallynear-optimal.
The cutting planeapproachusedin our algorithm
is basedon optimization over the convexhull of the
solutionsto the survivablenetwork designproblem,
the so-called2ECON or 2NCON polyhedron.A general,integerlinearprogrammingapproachto network
design problems with connectivity requirementsis
presented
in Grotschel,
andMonma( 1990)alongwith
a preliminarystudyoftheseproblemsfrom a polyhedral point of view. Severalclassesof facet-defininginequalitiesfor the 2ECON and 2NCON polyhedron
were identified in our companionpaper (Grotschel,
Monma and Stoer1989).The presentpaperis based
on the theory developedin Grotschel,Monma and
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to
Stoer(1989),and we shall make severalreferences
at
where
case'
special
A
theseresultsin what follows.
all
between
paths
required
are
leasttwo edge-disjoint
pairsof oflices,is investigatedby Cornu6jols,Fonlupt
and Naddef(1988),Mahjoub(1988)'and Monma,
Munsonand Pulleyblank(1990)from the polyhedral
point of view.
notation and
SectionI introducesgraph-theoretical
survivable
the
of
model
programming
an integerlinear
conlow-connectivity
problem
with
network design
for
approach
an
describe
we
2,
straints.In Section
smaller
problem
into
design
network
the
decomposing
problemsthat can be solved independentlyof each
of facetother.In Section3, we summarizethe classes
Monma,
and
Grbtschel
from
inequalities
inducing
and Grotschel,Monma and Stoer(1989)that we use
in our implementation.The detailsof the implementation and the heuristic and exact separationalgorithms used to generateviolated inequalities are
describedin Section4. Computationalresultson realworld telephonenetwork design problems are presentedin Section5, and comparedto resultsobtained
by the heuristicmethodsin Monma and Shallcross'
OF THE
1. NOTATIONAND DEFINITION
POLYHEDRA
ASSOCIATED
The problem of designing survivable hber optic
communication networks can be modeled as a
minimum cost network designproblem with certain
low-connectivityconstraints'More precisely'we are
givena graph G: (V, E),where V is a set of nodes
ihut t pt.t.nts oflicesthat must be interconnectedby
a network,and E is a collectionof edgesthat represent
the possiblepairs of nodes betweenwhich a direct
transmissionlink can be placed.The graph G may
haveparalleledgesbut containsno loops' Eachedge
e E E hasa nonnegativeJixed cost c" of establishing
the direct link connection'The cost of establishinga
networkN : (V,F) consistingof a subsetF e E of
edgesis c(F) :: Z"er c", the sum of the costsof the
individual links containedin ,F.The goalis to build a
minimum cost network so that certain survivability
conditions,which we describebelow,are satisfied'
The survivability conditiors require that the network satisfy certain edge and node connectivity
integerr.'
In particular,a nonnegative
requirements.
its
with eachnode s e V hhatrepresents
is associated
each
for
connectivityrequirement.This meansthat'
pair of distinct nodes s, t e V, the network N :
(V, F) to be designedhasto contain at least
r(s, l) := min{r,, r,}

edge-disjoint(or node-disjoint)[s, l]-paths.We call r,
lhe connectivitytypeofnode s, or the typeof nodes'
In the remainder of this paper we consider the
important, practical case where the connectivity
requirementssatisfyr, € [0, 1,2] for all s e V'
This includes the problem of designingsurvivable
fiber optic telephone networks (Cardwell et al'
1988,Cardwell,Monma and Wu 1989,and Monma
and Shallcross1989).We defrnethe 2ECON (respectively,2NCON) problemto be the networkdesign
pioblem where edge-disjoint(respectively,node-disjoint) paths are required,and we will speakin this
caseof two-connectededge (or node) survivability
constraints.We will saythat a 2ECON or a 2NCON
problemis givenby (G, r) and implicitly assumethat
G : (V, E) is a graph and r a vector of node types
w i t hr e 1 0 , l , 2 l v .
Given a graphG : (V, E) and W e Z, the edgeset
6 ( r n = V j e E l i e W ,j e V \ W l
is calledthecut (inducedbv W). (We will wite ac(\il)
to makeclear-in caseof possibleambiguities-with
respectto which graphthe cut inducedby I4zis considered.)For W, W' g V wilh W n W' : 4r,we define
j
6 ( W ):
l W : W ' l : : l i i e E l i e W , e W ' 1 ,s o
a single
iW , vfW). We write D(u)for D([u])if u is
nodei W and V\W are called the shores of the
cut6(M.
For W C Z, we setE(W) :: lii e El i, j E Wl, and
induced
denotebVGlWl:: (W, EQn) the subgraph
WC V
which
by W. We denoteby GIW thegraphin
graph
obtained
is shrunkto a node.G u denotesthe
by removingthe node u and all incident edgesfrom
G, and G - Fdenotesthe graphobtainedby removing
the edgeset F from G (we write G f insteadof
- e has more
G
lf D. If e is an edge,so that G
will
call e a bridge
connectedcomponentsthan G, we
G - S has
that
of G. Similarly, if S is a node set,so
we
call S an
G,
more connectedcomponentsthan
articuan
forms
articulationsetof G.If a singlenode
node'
lation set,the nodeis calledan articulation
We extendthe connectivityrequirementfunction r
to functions operating on sets by setting for all
WCV,A+W+V,
r(W) :: maxfr,I s e Wl for all W e V, and
con(W):: maxlr(s.r) ls c W. t e V\Wl
:: minl(r(W).r(V\Wl|
Let us now introduce,for eachedgee € E, a variable
,x" and considerthe vector spaceRE. Every subset
vectorXF : (Xf)*r € Rt
F C E inducesan incidence
'.:
I if e e F, and X! :: 0 otherwise;
by settingX!
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vice versa. each 0/l-vector x € R'induces a subset
F' :: le e Elx":
ll of the edgeset E of G. For any
subsetof edgesf'C ,8, we define x(F) :: )".r &. We
can now formulate the 2NCON network design problem introduced above as the following integer linear
program.
Minimize

Z c,rx,i
IJCL

subjectto
x(6(rn) >- con(W) for all W C V,

6*w*v;
x(6c-,(
rn) > |

(la)

for all z € V, and
forallWCV\lzl,
Q+ W* V\lzl
w i t h/ ( W ) : 2 a n d

r(v\(wu bD):2;

Ztt

Cornu6jols, Fonlupt and Naddef study the dominant of the 2ECON(G; r) polytope in the specialcase
where r :2.1 (l is the vector with all components
equal to l). Monma, Munson and Pulleyblank study
the 2ECON(G; r) and 2NCON(G; r) polltope in the
specialcasewhere r: 2.1, and G is a completegraph
with the edgeweights satisfying the triangle inequality;
they show that, in this case,there is an optimal solution to 2ECON that is also feasible for 2NCON, and
they give a certain type of "characleization" of the
optimal solutions. Mahjoub found that inequalities
(la) and (lc) are sufficient to characterize the
2ECON(G; r) polytope, where r : 2.1 and G is a
series-parallelgraph. He also describesa class of inequalities for the 2ECON(G; r)-polytope for general
graphs(andr:2.1).

(lb)

o<x;<I

for all ij e E;

( 1c)

xa integral

for all ij € E.

(ld)

It follows from Menger's Theorem that, for every
feasiblesolution x of ( I ), the subgraphI,{ : (V, F ) of
G definesa network satisfyingthe two-connectednode
survivability requirements. Removing (lb) results
(againby Menger's Theorem) in solutions that satisfy
the two-connected edge survivability requirements;
i.e., we have an integerlinear program for the 2ECON
network design problem. An inequality of type (1a)
will be called a cut inequality,one of type (1b) is called
a node cut inequality, and one oftype (1c) is called a
trivial inequality. In Section 4, we note that the cut
and node cut inequalitiescan be checkedin polynomial time, and we show that the separation problem is
NP-hard for all other classesof inequalities considered
here.
The main objective of this paper is to describe a
cutting plane approach for the 2ECON and 2NCON
network designproblems, respectively.To do this, we
define the following poly4opes. Let G : (V, E)
and r € |.0, l, 2ll, the vector of node types, be
given, then
2NCON(G; r) :: convfx € R'lx
satisfies(a), (b), (c), (d) of(l)|
2ECON(G;r) :: conv{xe R'lx
satisfies(a), (c), (d) of (1)l
are the polltopes associated with the 2NCON and
2ECON network design problems. (In these definitions, conv denotesthe convex hull operator.)We will
call these the 2NCON and 2ECON polytopes.

2. DECOMPOSITION
In this section, we describean approach for decomposingthe network designproblem into smaller problems that can be solved independentlyof each other.
This is especially useful for the sparse graphs of the
real-world communication network design problems
that we have encountered. Sparsegraphs may contain
edgesthat always have to be used by feasiblesolutions
of 2ECON or 2NCON, bridges,for instance.If such
edgesexist (and also in other cases)it is possibleto
decomposethe problem into severalsubproblemsthat
can be solvedindependentlyofeach other.
Reducing the problem size by decomposition
resultedin substantialreductionsin the runnine time
of our algorithm; seeSection 5.
Another advantageof decompositionis that we may
confine our polyhedralstudiesto thosenetwork design
problems that are defined on "nondecomposable"
graphs. This implies that the investigated polyhedra
are fully dimensional. Details are given in Grotschel
and Monma.
Next we will list some situations where decomposition can be applied for a 2ECON or a 2NCON
problem given by (G, r).
l. For 2ECON and 2NCON: if graph G has a bridge
or an articulation node.
2. For the 2NCON problem: if G has an articulation
set of size 2 separating two nodes of type 2, or for
the 2ECON problem: if G contains a cutsetof two
edgesseparatingtwo nodesoftype 2.
3. For 2ECON and 2NCON: if G contains an articulation set of size 2 separating a node of type I
from a node oftype 2, but not separatingtwo nodes
of type 2. (Decomposition in this case results in
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subproblemsthat cannot be solvedindependently
ofeachother,but rathercanbe solvedin a recursive
manner.)
Before going into the details of these decompositions,let us mention a strategicchoice of our
implementation.In a first preprocessingstage,our
atgorittrmtries to find articulation nodesand bridges
to decomposethe originalproblem into subproblems'
Theseare then solvedindependentlyof each other'
For someof the decompositionslistedabovewe have
implementedonly specialcasesso far'
2.1. Bridgesand ArticulationNodes
Let the graph G : (V, E) and the node types / €
has a bridge
'e
10, l, 2l'Le given. Supposethat G
into two subgraphs
: up2, and G - e decomposes
G, = (V,, Er) and Gz : (Vz, E ) with u1 E Vt
and uz€ vz.lf r(v) : r(vz) : 2, the2EcoN problem
has no solution.The caser(V) : 0 or r(V): 0 is
alsotrivial. In any other case,define new node types
rr for Gr by settingrl(u1):: maxlr(u1),1l andr'(u) ::
r(u) for ali othernodesof Gr. For G: we definenode
types 12 in the same way. Clearly, if Cr E Er is a
C
feasiblesolutionto 2ECON on (Gr' 11)and C, E'
Cr U
(G2,
then
rz),
is a feasiblesolutionto 2ECON on
2ECON
C2v lel is a feasiblesolutionto the original
problem on graph G. The reversealso holds' So we
can solve2ECON on (Gr, r') and (Gt, r') independently of eachotherto find a solution for 2ECON on
(G,
' r).
ih. *-. (trivial, but useful)ideacan be appliedif
G hasan articulationnode u.
2.2. ArticulationSets of Size 2 Separating
Two Nodes ol TYPe2
For the 2NCON problem it is also usefulto look for
articulationsetsconsistingof two nodes{u, ul, whose
removal from G createsat least two components
:
that each contain type two nodes' Lel (Vt E'), i
u]'
G
of
[u'
l, . . . ,p be the p differentcomponents
DefineGi : (Vi, E), i : l, . .. , p asthegraphobtained
from ( Vu E,) by adding nodesz and u, the edgeset
:= uu with
llu, ul:Vil n E, and an artificial edgeei
u in G will
and
u
between
.ttt O. lNote ttrat an edge
only if its
if
and
solution
be containedin an optimum
of node
rr
vector
a
we
define
costis negative.)For Gi
and
Vi,
€
s
nodes
all
for
r,
typesby settingr', i:
(o),
if r(V,): 2,
r'u 1=

I
j m a x l r , ,I l , if r(V,): r,
if r(V'1: g'
[0,

r'" is defrnedanalogouslY.

Clearly,if C is feasiblefor 2NCON on (G' r), then
(, i: (C fl Er) plus the artificial edgeis feasiblefor
if
2NCON on (Gi, rr) for I : 1, ' .., p. Conversely,
-Ei,
on
2NCON
i : l, . .., P is feasiblefor
Ci e
(Gi, ri), then U,p=r(Ct n E) is feasiblefor 2NCON
on (G, r). So we can solvethe p subproblemsdefined
on (G;, ri) to derivea feasiblesolutionto 2NCON on
the whole graph G. (SeeFigure l. Here and in all
other figures,big squaresdenote node sets W with
r(LV) : 2, and big circlesdenote node sets W with
r(W) : l. Nodesof type I or 2 aredenotedby small
circlesand squares,respectively'A node of type 0 is
depictedonly by its namewithout any symbol')
Note that this decomposition(usingan articulation
set of size2) is, in general,infeasiblefor the 2ECON
problem.But, if thereexistsa cut of two edges[e,/l
so that in G - le, fl two nodesof type 2 aredisconnected,both of theseedgeshave to be usedby any
feasiblesolution,and we can decomposethe 2ECON
problemon G in the samemannerasabove.
So far, we haveimplementedonly a specialcaseof
It is the casewhere G
this type of decomposition.
exactlytwo neighbor
2
and
w
oftype
containsa node
more node of type
one
is
still
If
there
u.
nodesu and
described
decomposition
w,
the
u,
and
2 besidesu,
ul, that
set
the
articulation
to
applied
lu,
abovecanbe
zu
edge
a
single
wu
by
and
uw
edges
the
is, we replace
0.
with cost
2.3. ArticulationSets of Size 2 Separating
Two Nodesof TYPe> 1
worksfor the 2ECON'
The followingdecomposition
2NCON, and even the Steinertree problem' It is
for the
motivatedby a similarsort of decomposition

usingan articulationset of
Figure1. DecomPosition
size2.
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Steiner tree problem on directed graphs described by
Prodon, Liebling and Groflin (1985).
The decomposition to be describedhere can be used
in the situation where G contains an articulation set
lu, ul separatinga node oftype I from a node of type
at least l, but not separatingtwo nodes of type 2.
Actually, there are three decompositions according to
the node types of u and u, namely for the casesthat:
l. ru: r, : 0,
2 . r u > I a n dr , : 9 ,
3. r,2

| and r, >- l,

A characteristic of these decompositions is that the
subproblems must be solved in a certain order, not
independently of each other, because the output of
severalof these subproblemsdeterminesthe input to
the last one.
2.3.1. Both Nodes in the Articulation Set Are of
Type 0
Let G : (V, E) be a graph and r C (0, I, 2ll a vector
of node types. Let lu, ul be an articulation set with
ru : tu : 0, so that G - lu, ,l has two components
G' : ( Vr, E,) and G2 : (Vr, Er; with r(V,1 : 1 un6
r(Vt) > L We augment the component Gr to a graph
Gr : (Vt, Et) by adding the nodes u and u and all
edgesin E leading from u and u to the nodes in Gr.
In the same way, we construct a graph G, from Gr. lf
there exist edgesuu, we add them either to Gr or to
Gz, but not to both.
lf C C E is a feasiblesolution to 2ECON on G, the
set 7n:: C n Et (called a partial tree) may have four
diflerent forms, according to whether u and u are
connectedin Z, or whether u or u are usedat all. More
exactly, ?" is a feasible solution to one of the four
following Steiner tree problems: P,, P6, P", P6. These
subproblemsare defined on Gr and usethe samecosts
and node types for all nodes in Zr\{tt, u} as in the
original problem; only the node types of z and u vary

(o)
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as follows:
Pu: r, : I and r, : I and an artificial edge uu
lpwith cost 0 is added;
P5l /", : 0 and r, = 1'
P": ru:

I and r, : g'

P 6 rr a :

I and r, :

1.

See Figure 2 for possible feasible solutions to these
problems.
We say that a partial tree I is of type a if T U luul
is feasible for P", and we say that I is of Iype b
(respectively,c or d), if Z is feasiblefor P5 (respectively, P" or Po). Clearly, a partial tree of type d is also
feasible for the network design problems P", P5, and
R, but generally a solution of type a is not feasiblefor
the network design problem Pa. So the set of feasible
solutions of type d is a subset of the feasible solutions
oftype a.
Let To, Tt, 7", Tabe the four optimal solutions of
each type a, b, c, dwith values a, b, c, d, respectively.
Note that d >- maxla, b, cl.
Now we replace the graph Gt in G by a simpler
graph Gi : (Vi, ti) (the gadget), consistingof three
edgesuu' , tr'u' , u'u with edge weights depending on
the valuesa, b, c, d(see Figure 3). The nodesz'and
u' receivenode type l; u and u retain their node types.
We call the resulting graph G' (: Gz plus the gadget).
For any feasible solution C' in G', the set
C' n Ei has only four different forms, namely,

T'.:=Ei\lu'u'1,
TL := Ei\luu'1,
Ti:= Ei\luu'1,
Ti:: Ei.
Let k denotethevaluea + b + c - 2d.

(b)

Figure2. Partialtrees.

(.)

(d)

t'
3i4 /
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)

d-b

-

Figure3. Gadget.
Clearly, if C' is feasiblefor the 2ECON problem
definedon G' and the set T' :: C' o Ei is Tl,then
T L canbereplacedin C' by Toto geta feasiblesolution
for the 2ECON problemon G, and conversely.Moreover,the edgeweightsin the gadgetand the constant
k arechosenso that C(7"): c'(TD + k.
The graph G' with gadgetGi and edgeweightsis
displayedin Figure 3, and the four possiblepartial
solutionsT',, T L,etc.areshownin Figure4' Note that
d > maxla, b, c|, so the edgeweightsare nonnegative.
On graphG' exactlyone2ECON problemis solved.
Let C' be the optimal solution. C' canbe written as
Cz u T' with G c E2 and T' g Ei. If T' : T'.,
then C :: Cz lJ T, is a feasiblesolution in G with
the same cost as C' (except for the additive conc(C') + k: c(Cz)+ c'(TD + k :
stantk) because
c(C) + c(7.): c(C).
Therefore,if C' wasoptimal for the 2ECON problem on G', then C is optimal for the 2ECON
problemon G, and converselY.
Let us summarizethis decompositionprocedure.
Algorithm1
We assumethat G containstwo nodesu, u of type 0,
such that G - lu, u| has two componentsG' :
(Vr, E,) and Gz : (Vr, E ) wittr r(V,) : 1 un6
r(Vr)> t.

6D

(z')

YI
II

6HD
.
v

Y

t
I

I

I

I
r:

Ti,

Step I. Constructtwo graphsGr : (Vt, Er) and
above'
Gz= (Vz,E2)from G, and Gz,asdescribed
Step 2. Solvethe four SteinertreeproblemsPu,P6,
P", P6in Gr. Let To, Tb,7,, Tabe the corresponding
optimal solutionswith costsa, b, c, and d, respectively
(seeFigure2).
Step 3. ConstructgraphG' (seeFigure3)andsolve
one 2ECON problem(or the 2NCON or Steiner-tree
problems)on this graph.(Here Algorithm I may be
calledrecursively.)
Step 4. Let C' be the optimal solution found in
Step3. SetCz:: C' n E2 and T:: C'\G.
l f T : T L s e tC : : C 2 U T o ,
if T : TL set C :: CzU Tt, etc.
Step 5. C is the optimal solutionfor the 2ECON
problem on G (or the 2NCON or the Steiner-tree
problems).
2.3.2. OnlyOne Node in the ArticulationSet is of
Type 0
Further simplificationis possibleif one of the cut
nodesu and u, say u, is of type at least l, and if
graphG into two graphs
tu: 0. We can decompose
Gr and G2, as above.Let the partial treesin Gr be
to
definedas above.In this case,it is not necessary
betweenpartialtreesof typea or b, so we
distinguish
can replaceG1 in G by a gadgetGi with only two
edgesand an artificial node u'; r, and ru retain their
formervalues,and r",is setto 1 (seeFigure5). The
valueso, c and d are defrnedasthe optimal valuesof
the Steinertree problemsP", R, and P6 and the
additive constantk is defined as a + c - d. We set
T',:: lu'ul, T', '.: lu'ul, andTi :- ll4u',u'ul. Now
we can proceedwith Step3 of Algorithm I to find an
optimalsolutionto the 2ECON problemon G.
2.3.3. No Node in the ArticulationSet is of Type 0
If both nodesz and u in the articulationset are of
type at least l, we need only distinguishbetween
partial solutionsof type a or d, so we computethe
valuesa and d and solve the 2ECON problem on

6HD
Y
.
I

I

u

"

u

r:

Figure4. Typesof solutionsin the gadget.

1al
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discussthe detailsof this decompositionhere.An area
of future research is decompositions on articulation
setsof size 3 separatingtwo nodesof type 2. This may
become very complicated becausemany types of "partial solutions" have to be considered.
Let us give a short summary of the situations that
are recognizedand exploited by our code in a first
preprocessingstage:

Figure 5. Gadget.
graph G2 with an additional uu-edgeof cost d - a.
The additive constant k is a (seeFigure 6). If the edge
au is used by an optimal solution C, we replacezu in
Cby the optimal partial tree of type d, elsewe augment
C by the optimal partial tree of type a.
This is easy to implement in the specialcase(and
was implemented by us) that some node w of type I
has exactly two neighbor nodes u and u, both oftype
at least l. In this case,a is min{c(aw), c(wu)l and d a is maxlc(uw), c(wu)1.The edgewith the lower cost
is always used in an optimal solution, so we can
contract it and keep its weight, namely a, as an additive constant. The 2ECON problem can then be
solved on the contracted graph. This is exactly what
the "decomposition" amounts to in this simple case.
All other decompositiontechniquesmentioned in subsection 2.3 have not yet been implemented.
We also implemented a rather trivial reduction for
nodes oftype 0 and degree2. In this case,ifall costs
are nonnegative, an optimal solution will either use
both edgesor none. So one edge may be shrunk and
its cost added to the other edge.
We have devised, but not implemented, a further
decomposition procedure for 2ECON using a cut
.t C ,E consisting of three edgesso that in G - S two
nodes of type 2 are disconnected.Here ten types of
"partial
solutions" are needed. We do not wanr ro

1. bridges and articulation nodes disconnectingtwo
nodesoftype at least l; this includesan infeasibility
test for 2NCON (respectively, 2ECON) if there
exists an articulation node (respectively, bridge)
disconnectingtwo nodesof type 2;
2. nodesofdegree 2.
For finding bridges and articulation nodes we use a
simple depth-first search algorithm described by
Hopcroft and Tarjan (1973a). For finding articulation sets of size 2 there also exists a linear time
algorithm (seeHopcroft and Tarjan 1973b),based on
depth-hrstsearch,but that has not beenimplemented.
Even so, using the (trivial) decompositions listed
above on the real-world problems that we encountered, the graph sizescould be reducedby about onehalfon the average.

3. FACET.INDUCING
INEQUALITIES
In this section, we describe several classesof facetinducing inequalities for the 2ECON and 2NCON
polytopes, which were derived in Grotschel and
Monma, and Grotschel,Monma and Stoer (1989).
Let G : (V, E) be a graph and let W C V with
lWl > 2. We set
^(G, ,n:=

the minimum cardinality of a subsetof E,
whose removal from G disconnectstwo
nodes of W, and
x(G, W) :: the minimum cardinality of a set S C
V U E' whose removal from G' disconnects two nodes of W, where G' :
(V, E') is the simple graph underlying
G.
lf lwl < 2, then \(G, ,n and x(G, W) are defined
as oo.If we consider subgraphsG: (V,.8) of a graph
11 with V g W, we will write I(G, tr41 instead of
^(G, W n Z). We will use thesefunctions frequently
in two specialsituations. To shorten the notation in
thesecases,we introduce the definitions
I(G) :: )\(G, Vi),

Figure6. Gadget.

x;(G) := x(G, Vi\,

-
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partition inequalityinducedby Wt, . . . , ll, is gsven
by

!,x(6(Vtt))
-=1"0-l
|p

if r(Wi): 2 for at leasttwo setsI44'

il;i ,,i:rforonlvonesetlll'

(3)

Theorem 4. Consider a partition inequality (3) for
2NCON (G; r)). Denote
2ECON(G; r) (respectively,
by G the graph obtainedby shrinkingnodesetsWi in
G to nodeswl of tYPei(w;):: r(14t1).
a. Supposethat r(W,) : 2 for at least two sets Wi.
The partition inequalitY defines a facet of
2NCON(G; r) onlYif
. *r(G)> 3 andr,(G) > 2;
. in G everynodeof type2 is adjacentto somenode
of type l;
- G has a cycleC containingall nodesoftype2;
. GlW,l is connectedfor
i: l, ' ' ' , P\
. \ ' ( G l W ' l )> 2 f o r i : 1 , . . . , F .
b. Supposethat r(W) : 2 for only one set wi.
The partition inequality defines a facet ol
2NCON(G; r) onlYif
.
.
'
.

rr(G)> 2;
GIW'I is connected
for i : l, ' " , P;
\ ' ( G l W t ) )> 2 f o r i : l , ' ' ' , P ;
\z(GlW,l) >- 3 for theset Wi with r(W,) : 2'

GlW,l is connected
for all i e It;
^.'(GlWiu {z}l)> 2for all i e h;
r'(GlW,l) > 2for all i e I';
)'r(Glwl) > 2 for i : 1,. . ., F.

The next classof inequalitiesis closelyrelatedto
the 2-matchinginequalitiesfor the travelingsalesman
problem(seeGrotschelandPadberg1985).A subclass
of it is also valid for the poll'tope of 2'coversof G
(i.e., thosesubgraphsof G whereeach node has a
degreeofat least2).
Considera subsetH g V calledthe handle and a
subset E 6(H). For eache € T we denoteby 7" the
set of the two endnodesof e. The sets7"",e e T, are
calledteeth. For simplicity, we also call the edges
e e T teeth in this paper. Furthermore,Il is partitionedintop > 3 setsI1,, Hz,. . ., Ho, with
. r ( H i )> 1 f o r i : 1 , . ' . , P ;
. r(H) : 2 if 14 has a nonempty intersection with
s o m et o o t h , i : l , . . ' , F ' ,
. no more than two teeth may intersect any H i ,
i = 1 , ,. . , p ' ,
. lTl > 3 and odd.
Thelifted 2-coverinequalityinducedby TandHl, ' ' ' ,
/1o is defined by

tett

(4)

x(E(H)) + x(6(11))- x(T)

t

> P - lI t )r t |l '
L

-

(s)

J

whereLxl denotesthe largestintegernot greaterthan
x. It is validfor 2ECON(G;r), but it doesnot generally
definea facetof 2NCON(G;r).
Theorem6. Let Ht, ..., H, and T that satisfythe
aboveinducea lifted 2-coverinequality'
requirements
Denoteby G thegraphobtainedfromG by contracting
eachsetHi to a vertexhi of connectivitytype r(Hi)' A
lifred 2-cover inequality (5) defines a facet of
2ECON(G;r) onlYif
.
.
.
.

\
+ ) x(6c(W)\ + x([lzl : l)'.,, W,])l
/

w h e r e l r ' :{ t € 1 1 , . . . p, l l r ( W ' :) k l ,k : 1 , 2 '

.
.
.
.

p

L(',ou'-''''''
>p-1,

Theorem5. The nodepartition inequality(4) defines
afacet of ZNCON(G; r) onlYif

x(E(H)) -

The classof nodecut inequalitiescanbe generalized
in a similar way as the classof cut inequalities'The
following classof node partition inequalitiesare valid
for the 2NCON polytope,but are not generallyvalid
for the 2ECON polytope.Let G : (V, E) be a graph
a n dr € 1 0 ,l , 2 l ' . L e tz e V a n dI e t W , , . . . , W o b e
a partition of V\lzl into nonemptynode sets Wi
with r( W,) : 2 for at least two node sets' The
following node partition inequality induced by z
and W1,.. . , Wois givenbY

lt'l

Glnl is connected',
)\2(GlHl)> 2;
i: l, . . . , P',
GIH'I is connectedfor
X ' ( G [ 1 1 ,>] )2 f o r i : 1 , . . . , P .

to be oftype 2' and
Ifall nodesin V aresupposed
one nodeeach,we
only
of
consist
to
if we take the lI
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inequalities'
arrive at a subclassof the lifted 2-cover
the so-called2'coverconstrainls:

the LP

- tl r I lzJ
x(E(H)) + x(6(t1)\z) -- | H |

subjectto

for all Il e V and all T e 6(H)' (6)
poll4ope of
These inequalities are valid for the
the poly2-covers.In fact' a completedescriptionfor
constraints
tope of 2-covers-consiiting of the degree
the trivial
(6)'
and
constraints
2-cover
in (7), the
a complete
conrtruint, (lc)-can be derived from
by- viewing
polytope
b-matching
tn.
or
o.r.Jpii""
(V' C) as
itt. .o*pf.. ent (V, E\C) of a 2'cover
may
a subgraph of (V, E), whose node degrees
between
not exceeda given number b,' The analogy
an algoZ-"on... and b-matchingsallows us to use
2-cover
.irn. ftorn b-matchingtheory to treat lifted
section'
next
in-equatities,as will b" t"tn in the
in Cook
tvtore tfreoretical details can be found
Monma
and Pulleyblank (1987), and Grotschel'
and Stoer(1991).
valid for
There are more classesof inequalities
see' for
2ECON(G; r) or 2NCON(G; r) know-n;But in
(1989)'
Grotschel,Monma and Stoer
l*t".,
restricted
we
the designof our cutting planealgorithm
attentionto the classesmentionedabove'

minimize cr x

x(6(u))> r, for all u € I/ with ru 2 l'
0<x"<1

foraleeE

Q)

and
consistingof at most I Zl degreeinequalities
thesedeilz't ,ti"iur inequalities'Almost all of
b) of
fine facets (see Theorems I and 2a and
2ECON(G;r).
-.-ffie
of
optimal solutiony € Ru of this relaxation
polytope
2ECON is usually not feasible for the
isCONtC; r). (If it were'we wouldbe frnished')
So,in'each iteration of the cutting planealgorithm
partition
(morespecifrcally:
*.,O,o hnd inequalities
for
valid
urA iift.O 2-couer inequalities)that are
a
of
case
(In
y'
the
2ECON(G;r), but areviolatedby
node
violated
2NCON problem, we also try to find
an inepuaition inequalities.)Geometrically' such
in Rt separatingy from
iuafitv definesa hyperplane
"cutting plane'"
it. isCON polyhedron,a so-called
for finding
The exact algorithmsand the heuristics
y
are called
given
violatedinequalitiesviolated by a
routines.
separation
'*e
our
add all the violated inequalitiesfound by
the
solve
and
LP
separationroutinesto the current
(We
do
y'
solution
revisedLP to get a new optimum
postoptiuse
but
not solvetha n.* LP from scratch'
OF THE CUTTINGPLANE
4. IMPLEMENTATION
current
mization.) We repeatthis processuntil the
ALGORITHM
for
feasible
be
to
"CI-lt""L ip solution y happens
.
plane
cutting
2-cover
the
of
lifted
or
partition
outline
give
an
In this section,we
Z-ECOX(C;r), or no further
will
for solving 2EcoN problems'and we
violated by y are found' In the second
;i;;;il;
i*qt"riii.,
This
describeourr"puru.-ionroutinesforpartition'node ;"t;;;. proceedwith a branch-and-cutmethod'
inequalities'
partition, and lifted 2-cover
.nrr-.rutiu.techniquehadtobeappliedinonlythree
of our real-worldexamPles'
y is
Procedure
Plane
Cutting
the
of
In the first case(y ii feasible)we know that
Outline
4.1. An
the
of
a^relaxalion
is
LP
present
optimal becausethe
stagewe identify the so-called
y
is
of
In a first preprocessing
feasibility
the
that
Z-ECONproblem' Note
(edgesthat have to be used by any
all
essential'edges
satisfies
that
ll-vector
iOenti.ufwith y being a {0,
the probleminto
is easyto
feasiblesolution),and we decompose
cut constraints(1a).This feasibilitycriterion
can be
severalnondecomposablesubproblemsthat
check.
for this
of all
solvedindependentlyof eachother' The tools
Of course,sincewe are using only a subset
p.o".aut. are e*plained in Section 2' After having
we
can(G;
r)'
2ECON
for
facet-dehninginequalities
solutions
such
with
solved all subproblems'we can put the
solution
optimal
an
no, U. ,ur.1o find
cost functogetherin a straightforwardmanner'
a cutting planealgorithm for all gtaphsG'
majority
i.t u. assumethereforethat we aregivena 2ECON
the
For
r'
types
tions c, and connectivity
into
p.oUt.- on (G, r) that cannot be decomposed
relaxathe
us'
to
known
of the real-worldexamples
(2)' If
i'e', (G, r) satisfres
and
partition
independentsubproblems,
using
polyhedron
tion of the 2ECON
this subthe
find
to
nothing elseis said,the statementsmade-in
suflicient
was
lifted 2-coverinequalities
section-for2ECON alsoapply to 2NCON'
optimal solution.
The cutting plane procedure starts with solving
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In any case,even ifthe presentfractional solution y
is not feasible,its objective function value c|l provides
a lower bound for the 2ECON problem, which is
increased with every iteration (or at least, it does not
drop). With theselower bounds we can show that the
heuristic methods of Monma and Shallcrossfor the
2ECON problem perform very well (seeSection 5).
We summarize the cutting plane algorithm next.
Cutting Plane Algorithm for the 2ECON
(or 2NCON) Problem
Step l. Decompose the 2ECON (or 2NCON)
problem given by (G, r) into independent subproblems.
Step 2. For each subproblem do Steps3-5:
Step 3. Solve the LP (7). Let y be the optimal
solution to this LP.
Step 4. While y is not feasiblefor 2ECON(G; r)
(or 2NCON(G; r)) do Step 5:
Step 5. Find violated partition and lifted 2-cover
inequalities,(in the caseof 2NCON, also node partition inequalities),add them to the LP, and solve it.
Let y be the new LP solution. If no violated inequalities can be found, branch on some variable with
fractional value.
Step 6. Put the solutions of all the subproblems
together.
In Sections 4.3-4.8 we describethe separation routines used in Step 5. In Section 4.2 we show that
the separation problems associatedwith partition
inequalities, node partition inequalities, and lifted
2-cover inequalities are NP-hard. This means that
our separationroutines for thesetypes of inequalities
can only be heuristics.
4.2. Complexity of the Separation Problems
In this section,we show that the separationproblems
associatedwith partition, node partition, and lifted
2-cover inequalities are NP-hard. The same is true
for the class of partition inequalities for the Steinertree poly'tope(seeGrotschel and Monma). Note that
the exact separation for the cut inequalities (1a) and
the node cut inequalities (lb) can be performed in
polynomial time using the Gomory-Hu algorithm.
We start with the partition inequalities for the
Steiner-treeproblem. Let G : (V, E) be a graph
with connectivity types r, € {0, lf for all u € V. The
Steiner-treepolytope is defined as the convex hull
of all incidence vectors XF, where F contains a
"terminal nodes"
Steinertree of G spanning the set of
lu e V i r,: | |. It can also be characterizedas the set
of 10, 1l-vectorssatisfyinginequalities( 1a,c and d).
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Let W1,. . ., Wrbe a partition of V into p nonempty
node setseach containing at least one node oftype 1.
The partition inequality

ji<rtw,))>p-1,

(8)

is clearly valid for the Steiner-tree polltope (see also
Grotscheland Monma).
The separationproblem for this and other classes
of inequalitiesis dehned as follows.
The separationproblem for a given class of inequalities. Given a graph G : ( V, E), connectivity types
r, € {0, l,2l for all u e V, and valuesy" > 0 for all
e e E. Decide whether y satisfies all inequalities of the
given class and, if not, find an inequality of the given
class violated by y.
In our NP-hardness proof, we make use of an
optimization problem related to the separationproblem, with the differencethat we want to determine a
"most violated" inequality. Let us ltrst'introduce an
additional notion.
RELSEP for a given class of inequalities. Given a
graph G : (V, E), connectivitytypes r, € 10, l,2l for
all u e V, and values y" > 0 for all e e E. (The
inequalities in the given class are supposedto be ofthe
form arx > b with b > 0.) Decide whether y satisJies
all inequalities of the given class and, if not, find an
inequality a'x > b ofthe classsuch that (b - ar y)lb
is maximized.
We first show NP-hardness of RELSEP for our
various classesof inequalities by reduction from the
3-way cut problem. NP-hardness of the 3-way cut
problem was shown, or rather indicated, in an
extendedabstractofDahlhaus et al. (1983).
For a graph G : (V, E) and three different nodes
.e1,J2,J3(called specialnodes),a 3-way cut is an edge
set C C E, such that s1,sz,s: ilr€ in diflerent components of G - C.If W1, W2, Wt e V are a partition of
4 s u c ht h a t s r c W i a n d s t 4 W i f o r i , k e 1 i 1 , 2 , 3 } ,
i * k, rhen Ut, 6( W,) is a 3-way cut; moreover,every
3-way cut clearly contains such a special3-way cut.
The problem of determining a minimum 3-way cut in
a graph. Given a graph G : (V, E) and verticess1,s2,
sz c V, determine a 3-way cut C e E of minimum
cardinality.
Theorem 7. RELSEP for partition inequalilies (8) is
NP-hard.
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violated parti"".tuln pioperties,we can solve
inequalitiesand transform them into
inequality
violated
theassociaiedRELSEPproblem.Theproofusesthe iion inequalities.
Here,an almost
relationshipsbetween
equivalence
foiynomial-time

2-cover and
NP-hardnessof RELSEP for lifted
in a similar
noJe partition inequalitiescan be shown
way.
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is an inequality arx > b with a'y < b * a for some
"small" parametera (we useda : 0.5);arx > b is a
violatedinequality;if ary < b.
The heuristicthat we applied has the following
generalform.

Step l. Shrink all or some edgese € E with the
property that any violated partition inequality using
this edge can be transformedinto some at least as
violated partition inequality not using this edge.
("Using e" means:e has a coeffrcientof I in the
partitioninequality.)
Step2. Find someviolatedor almostviolatedcut
constraintsin the resultinggraph.
Step 3. Attempt to modify thesecut constraints
into violatedpartition inequalities.

I
I

We will explain our shrinking criteria of Step I in
Section4.4.Herewe will specifySteps2 and 3 of the
generalheuristic.
In Step 2 we apply the algorithmof Gomory-Hu
( 196I ) to graph G with costsJ,to hnd a cut 6(ltrl)with
minimum costy(6(W)).This algorithmproducesthe
so-calledGomory-Hu tree with the propertythat for
all pairss, / of nodesthe minimum [s, l]-cut in the
treeis alsoa minimum [s,r]-cutin G. Gusheld(1987)
describeda versionofthis algorithmthat is very easy
to implement.It consistsof solving lvl - I maximum flow problemson the graphG in a certainorder.
As with our max-flow routine we usedthe algorithm
of Goldbergand Tarjan(1987)in an implementation
we obtained from R. Ahuja. This code is the fastest
max-flow algorithm availableto us.
In Step 3 we are given some violatedor almost
violated cut constraint 46(W)) > con(W) derived
from the Gomory-Hu tree.
In many cases,the given cut inequalitydoesnot
definea facetbecauseGlWl containsa bridgee (a socalled Steiner bridge), so that GVn - e has two
componentswith node sets Wr and W2 both containing nodes of type I or 2; i.e., the condition
Xt(GUA) > 2 of Theorem2a or b is violated.In such
a case,the cut constraintx(6(Vn) > 2 canbe written
as the sum of a partition inequality with partition
lW,, W4 V\Wl and the trivial inequality-x" >- -l
(seeFigure7).
If the cut constraintis violated,the partitioninequalityis alsoviolated.So, insteadof addingthe cut
constraintto the LP, we add the partition inequality,
which definesa face of hieher dimensionthan the
originalcut constraint.

Wr

W t -

v\w

e

)

W z a

w
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,

v\tv

Figure7. Splittinga cut into a partition.
Thereis alsoa practicalreasonfor doing this: Using
facetsascuttingplanesusuallyresultsin a moreradical
changein the structureofthe fractionalsolutionthan
using lower-dimensionalfaces.This is illustratedby
the followingexample,whichactuallyoccurredin our
(SeeFigure8, wheresolidlinesdenote
computations.
l" : l, and dashedlines denotey" : Vr.)Here, the
point y shownon the left violatesthe cut constraint
x(6(lu, ul)) > I, which is implied by the partition
inequalitywith partitionllul, lul, V\lu, uff. When
the cut inequalitywasaddedto the LP, the point y on
the upper right was produced(satisfyingthe cut inequalitybut not the partitioninequality),but whenthe
partitioninequalitywasaddedinsteadof the cut inequality,the point y on the lowerright wasproduced,
whichlooks(locally)feasible.
Also,the LP valuechanges
moredramaticallywhen
we testedour cut constraintsfor Steinerbridges.For
instance,in one problem,we obtaineda lowerbound
of 1,419.65usingonly cut constraints.
After this, no
more violatedcuts werefound. Using cut constraints
and testingfor Steinerbridgesmadethe lower bound
jump up to 1,474;the optimal value was 1,489.
So facet characteizationsdo have some practical
implications.
Another way of transforminga cut inequality
x(6Qn) -- con(LV)into a partition inequality is to
split W into separatenode sets{wf for eachw € W.
This requiresthat all nodesin W havea connectivity

---{}--o

__!g,/
t
l
__n
6\

i6

_T_1
--{

c

Figure8. Using the partition instead of the cut
inequality.
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lWt,..., Wolof V\lzl, suchthatthenodepartition
inequalityinducedby z and IW,, . . . , Wolis violated
by y. The candidatenodesz are determinedas the
articulationnodesof the graphG' :: (V, E'), where
E' containsall edgesof a y-valueof at leastth. Once
this is done,a partitionof V\lzl is found as follows,
usingprincipally the sameideasas for the separation
of partitioninequalities.

We now describehow this algorithm is appliedto
our case.We are given (G, r) and somevectory ) 0
satisfyingy(6(u))> r, for all u. Supposefor the momenr
that the node types r, take only values of 2. The
Padberg-Rao
algorithmappliedto bu:: l6(u)l- 2 (for
all u € Q and y :: | - y finds (rewriting (9) appropriately)a nodesetIland an edgeset fc d(,FI),
such
that T:: d(11)\7is of odd cardinality,and

Heuristic3. SeparatingNode Partitionlnequalities

y(E(H)) + /(6(H)\z) - lHl + (l rl - t)/2

Given(G, r) and a point y e RE.
Step 1. For all articulation nodes z of graph G'
separatingat leasttwo nodesof type > 2, dol.
Step2. Shrink all (or some)edgese of G - z with
the property that any violated node cut inequality
usingthis edgecan be transformedinto someat least
asviolatednode cut inequality not usingthis edge.
Step3. In the resultingshrunk graphG" (not containing z) frndssomecuts 6o"Ul) with y(6G.(W))<
I * a, wherea t: t/2,
Step 4. Attempt to transform one shore (W or
V\rn of sucha cut 6c"(W)into violatednodepartition inequalities
of G.
The shrinkingin Step2 is doneby criteriaanalogous
to the criteriausedfor partition inequalitiesdescribed
in Section4.4.
The cuts in Step3 are found by usingthe GomoryHu algorithm. The transformationof cuts 6(1il) into
violatednodepartitioninequalitiesin Step4 is done
by splitting W exactlyasin Heuristic2. Here V\W 1s
the shorecontainingthe nodeu with the highestvalue
Y(6c,(u)).
4.6. SeparatingLifted 2-CoverConstraints
The separationproblem for lifted 2-coverconstraints
(5) is NP-complete,but there exists an efficient
(polynomial-time) algorithm for separating2-cover
constraints(6). This exact separationroutine is a
straightforward modification of the algorithm of
Padbergand Rao (1982) for the separationof
I -capacitated
b-matchingconstraints.
The Padberg-Rao
algorithmachievesthe following.
Given positiveintegersb, for all u € V and a vector
i € Rf with y(6(u))< b, for all u € Z, it findsa node
set11 c V and an edgeset T C 6@) with ),.n b, +
| 7l o0Osuchthat the value

i( ' b " + l T l - t\) - r ( E ( H ) ) -_r ( n
z yueH

is minimal.

(e)

is minimal.Comparingthis with the 2-coverinequality (6) we seethat in the casewhen all nodetypesare
2, the Padberg-Rao
algorithmcan be usedto separate
2-coverinequalities
exactly.
Ifthe nodetypesare 0, 1, and 2, the Padberg-Rao
algorithmis appliedto bui: | 6(u)| - r, for all nodes
u of types0 and2, b, :: I D(u)| - 2 for all nodesu of
type 1, and y:: I - y. This settingmay violateone
of the necessary
conditionsfor the applicationof the
Padberg-Raoalgorithm, namely y(d(u)) < D, for all
u € V. We ignore this and use the Padberg-Rao
algorithmto get a node setH and an odd-cardinality
edgeset ?":: 6(11)\7suchthat
y(E(H)) + /(6(11)\r) - lH n V,l
+ fl 7"1- t)/2 (10)
is of (hopefully)low value,whereV1:: lu E V I r, >
1|. This expressionmay not correspondto a lifted
2-coverinequality(5) if H containsnodesof type 0,
so, to find such an inequality, we use Heuristic 2
to partition 11into node setsH6 eachcontainingexactly one nodeof a nonzerotype.Thereis, however,
no guaranteethat a violated,lifted 2-coverinequality
is produced,
evenifone exists.
A sketch of our heuristic for separatinglifted
2-cover constraints
follows.
Heuristic4. SeparatingLifted 2-CoverConstraints
Given(G, r) and a point y e RE.
Step /. Shrink one-paths, as described in
Section4.7.
Step2. Using the Padberg-Raoalgorithm,find 11,
f with "low" valuesof (10).
Step 3. Try to transform eachH and T found in
Step2 into a (hopefullyviolated)lifted 2-coverconstraint,asdescribed
in Section4.8.
In the remainingsectionswe will give somefurther
detailsfor StepsI and 3.

f
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Table I
for
the
Original and ReducedGraphs
Problem Descriptions
ReducedGraph

OriginalGraph
Nodes

Problem
LATADMA
LATAl
LATA5S
LATA5L
LATADSF
LADADS
LATADL

0
8
0
0
0
0
0

12
65
31
36
108
108
84

24
14
8
l0
8
8
32

36
77
39
46
l6
l6
l6

of edges and the number of edges required to be in
any solution (the forced edges).All graphs were analyzed by our preprocessing procedures described in
Section 2. Preprocessingwas very successful.In fact,
in every case,the decompositionand fixing techniques
ended up with a single,much smaller graph obtained
from the original graph by splitting offside branches
consisting of nodes of type 1, replacing paths where
all interior nodes are of type 2 by forced edges,etc.
The data of the resulting reduced graphs are listed in
columns 6, . . . , l0 of the table.
To give a visual impression of the problem topologies and the reductions achieved Figure l0 shows a
picture of the original graph of the LATADL problem
(with 32 nodes of type2 and 84 nodesof type 1), and
Figure 1l is a picture of the reduced graph (with
39 nodes and 86 edges) after preprocessing.The
nodes of type 2 are displayed by squares, and the
nodes of type 1 are displayed by circles. The six forced
edges that have to be in any feasible solution are
drawn in bold.
LATAI is a 2ECON problem, while the other six
instancesare 2NCON problems. All optimum solutions of the 2ECON versions turned out to satisfy all
node-survivability constraints and thus were optimum
solutions of the original2NCON problems-with one
exception. In LATASL, one node is especiallyattractive becausemany edgeswith low cost lead to it. This
node is an articulation node of the optimum 2ECON
solution. In the following, LATASLE is the 2ECON
version of LATASL.
We now provide some details of our algorithm and
its implementation. In a preprocessing phase we try
to decomposeand reduce the given problems using
the methods describedin Section 2.The result of this
procedure is a graph (or a list of graphs) that is not
decomposable. The cutting plane algorithm is called
for each such graph.
Our cutting plane algorithm follows the standard
approach (seethe Cutting Plane Algorithm). We use

Nodes

Edges

6
6s/0 0
t12/0 0 1 0
15
1r/0 0
98/0
t73/40
t73/0
r73/0

0 2 0
0 2 8
0 2 8
ll
0

2l
15
24
t4
8 2 3
9 2 9
ll
39
ll
39
28
39

Edges

46/4
4812
50/0
'7'7
/|
86/26
86/3
86/6

the framework of a (general) branch-and-cut algorithm that is currently being developed by Michael
Jtnger. The LP-solver used is a researchversion of
the CPLEX-code provided to us by Bixby ( 199I ). This
is a very fastimplementation of the simplex algorithm.
Since the number of variablesof our test problems
is relatively small, we do not employ any techniques
(other than preprocessing)to eliminate variables from
a current LP.
In 5 of the 8 test problems, the cutting plane algorithm producedan optimum solution. The other three
caseswere solved by branch and cut. This consistsof
choosinga branching variable, setting some variables
to their upper and lower bounds according to their
reducedcostsand some logical implications, and finding new cutting planesfor the modified problem. The
branch-and-cut tree is traversed in depth-first search
fashion. We did not run heuristics to provide a good
initial upper bound for the enumeration phase or to
turn fractional solutions into feasibleintegral solutions
to improve the intermediateupper bounds.We simply
wanted to test the general method (developed by
Michael Jiinger) for this particular case. It did, as
Table II shows, quite well. Clearly, considerable
improvements can be achieved by implementing
problem-specific modifications and adding various
heuristics. We do not go into further details of the
branch-and-cut procedure becausethis is very technical (and even a rough outline would require a lot of
space)and the emphasisis on the cutting plane algorithm in this paper.
Our code also contains an option to add further
cuts manually. For instance, we were able to solve
LATASL by manually adding partition, node partition, and 2-coverinequalitiesthat could not be found
automatically; for LATADL we had to use, among
others, a certain inequality to achieve the optimal
solution without branching,and the best lower bound
for LATADS that we could reach by adding any valid
inequalities known to us is still one unit away from
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IT
P
NP

the number of iterations (: calls of the LP
solver);
(3)
the number of partition inequalities
addedto the initial LP (7);
(4)
the number of node partition inequalities
addedto the initial LP (7);

the number of lifted 2-coverinequalrttet
addedto the initial LP (7);
the value of the optimum solution after
C
mination of the cutting planephase;
COPT the oPtimum value;
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Figure11. Reducedgraphof the LATADL problem.

Table II
Data for Eight Test Problems
Problem

LATADMA
LATAI
LATAsS
LATASLE
LATAsL
LATADSF
LATADS
LATADL

IT

II
4
4
6
16
6
9
14

49
43
53
67
128
26
187
160

NP

2C

3
0
0
0
8
0
0
0

5
l
0
0
l
0
2
28

C
1,489.00
4,296.00
4,739.00
4,574.00
4,679.00
7,647.00
7,300.00
1,378.25

COPT

GAP

1,489 0.00
4,296 0.00
4,739 0.00
4,574 0.00
4,726 0.99
7,647 0.00
7,320 0.27
7,400 0.33

T
7
6
6
6
20
9
22
3l

BN

BD

BT

1 9 7 8 0
20
6

6
rr2
3 6 9
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Table III
Running Times for the Cutting Plane Algorithm
Problem

LATADMA
LATAI
LATAsS
LATA5LE
LATASL
LATADSF
LATADS
LATADL

PREPT% CWfITo LWTo MTTo Time

0.7
t.2
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.7
0.4
0.3

37.r
20.2
r5.4
34.5
49.0
29.3
33.1
59.9

39.0
22.3
33.3
49.3
44.2
r5.4
59.7
35.1

23.2 7
56.3 6
50.7 6
t5.7 6
6.4 20
s4.6 9
6.8 22
4.7 31

BD

BT

Time/
Red

8
2r
9
t4
43
25
l3l
109

the maximum depth of the branch-and-cut
tree;
the total running time of the branch-and-cut
algorithm including the cutting plane phase,
in seconds.

We think that it is worth noting that eachof this
sampleof real problems,typicalin sizeand structure,
can be solvedon a 3-MIPSmachinein lessthan two
minutes, including all input and output routines,
drawingthe solutiongraph,branchand cut, etc.
A detailed analysisof the running times of the
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Figure12. Solutionof the LATADL problem.
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cutting plane phaseis given in Table III. All times
reportedarein percentof the total runningtime TIME
(without the branch-and-cutphase).The entriesfrom
left to right are:
PREPT
CUTT
LPT
MT
TIME
TIME\RED

the time spent in the preprocessing
phase(in percent);
the time spent in the separationroutines (in percent);
the time usedby the LP codeCPLEX
(in percent);
the miscellaneous
time for input, output, drawing,etc.(in percent);
total time (in seconds);
the total time (in seconds)of the algorithm when appliedto the original instance without prior reduction by
preprocessing.

The last column TIME\RED showsthe running
times of the cutting plane phaseof our algorithm
applied to the full instanceson the original graphs
(without reduction by preprocessing).
By comparing
the last two columns,onecanclearlyseethat substantial running time reductionscan be achievedby our
preprocessing
algorithms.Reductionpays.
A structuralanalysisof the optimum solutionsproducedby our codeshowsthat-except for LATADSF,
LATASL, and LATAl-the optimum survivablenetworks consistof a long cycle(spanningall nodesof
type 2 and somenodesoftype l) and severalbranches
connectingthe remainingnodesof type I to the cycle.
The optimum solution of LATADL is shown in
Figure 12, with the 2-connectedpart (the long cycle)
drawn in bold.
We ran a few testson randomlygeneratedproblems
of higherdensity.Hereour codeperformedreasonably
but not as well. (That is not of great importance
becauseour goal was to solve real-world and not
random problems.)More seriousis a dramatic increasein running time when many nodesof type 0
are added.In this case,it takesvery long beforethe
intermediatefractional solutionsbecomeconnected.
We think that for suchcasesnewseparationheuristics
have to be developedthat perform a more sophisticatedstructuralanalysisof the giveninstance.But the
problemsthat we addresshere and that come up in
the designof fiber optic telephonenetworkshavevery
few, if any, nodesof type 0.
Our computationalexperimentsshowthat our approach producesvery good lower bounds and even
optimum solutionsin the initial cutting plane phase
for probleminstancesthat are sparseand do not have
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Table IV
Comparison of the CHEUR and COPT Solutions
Problem

LATADMA
LATAI
LATAsS
LATAsLE
LATA5L
LATADSF
LATADS
LATADL

1,489
4,296
4,739
4,574
4,726
7,647
7,320
7,400

CHEUR

GAP

r,494
4,296
4,739
4,574
4,794
7,727
7,361
7,460

0.34
0.00
0.00
0.00
t.44
1.05
0.56
0.81

too many nodesof type 0. This work is a good basis
for the designof a production code for the 2ECON
and 2NCON problemscoming up in liber optic network designand a start toward problems with higher
and more varying survivability requirements and
larger underlyng graphs.
Another motivation for our work was to find out
how well the heuristicsdevelopedin Monma and
perform.They do very well. TableIV comShallcross
paresthe valuesCHEUR of the solutionsproduced
by the heuristicswith the optimum values COPT
computedby our code.The percentrelativeerrorGAp
(: 100x (CHEUR - COPT)/COPT)is alwaysbelow
1.5%.ln threecasesthe heuristicsfoundan optimum
solution.This resultjustifies the presentuseof these
heuristicsin practice.They are part of the ..FIBER
OPTIONSSoftware"marketedby Bellcore(1988).
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